
Mapping: 
Migration  & 
Jesuits in AP 



Maps 



•  East Asia 
Ø Population 21.8% 
Ø GDP 20.4% 

•  ASEAN 
Ø Population 8.6% 
Ø GDP 13.3% 

•  Australia + New Zealand 
Ø Population 0.39% 
Ø GDP 2.16% 



Migration 

•  the world’s top 10 supp
liers of migrants: China
 and Philippines 

•  Top 25: Vietnam and In
donesia 

•  Top 25 immigration cou
ntries: Hong Kong, Sin
gapore, Australia and 
New Zealand 

•  Increase of migration w
ithin the region 
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Migrants and Structural factors 

Migrants 
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Characteristics of new Asian 
immigration countries 

� “Developmental state”: economy over laborer, less 
recognition of human rights 

� Strong state and weak civil society 
� Confucian legacy: nation-state as an extension of 

family 
� Ethnic homogeneity: 97.8% Koreans in Korea, 98% 

Japanese in Japan, 91.5% of Han Chinese in 
China, and 98% Han Chinese in Taiwanà ethno-
nationalism 

� Jus sanguinis 



Marriage migration 
� Widespread in Japan (4.7 percent), Korea 

(11.4 percent), Taiwan (more foreign 
spouses than migrants) 

�  Issue in rural communities; expectation of 
social mobility among women 

� The role of marriage agencies 
� Social fabrics; Rise of multicularism? 



Zero-immigration policy 
�  Not to repeat the Western European 

experiences  
�  No permanent residents, no family reunion   

"If [the foreign labor] exceeds a certain level, it is 
bound to cause a clash. It is necessary to consider 
measures to prevent it and then admit foreign 
workers as necessary. Just because there is a labor 
shortage does not mean we should readily allow 
[foreign workers] to come in." (Koizmi, 2005) 



Immigration Policies 
�  the temporary worker program (rotation 

policy) 
� co-ethnic preference 
�  the so-called social integration program 

(targeting marriage migrants): assimilation 

� Not a country of immigration! 



Ethno-nationalism 

“It is extremely rare for a country, which has more 
than 100 mil. population, like [Japan], to maintain 
ethnic, linguistic, and cultural homogeneity but 
not to have religious or cultural conflict. This 
characteristic of a mono-ethnic nation-state has 
been a driving force for post-war renewal and 
development.” (1985 Japanese Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs) 

“You are a Korean, right?” 



Racial and ethnic hierarchy 

Co-ethnic 
migrants 

Married migrants/
old comers

Temporary workers 
 

Unauthorized migrants



Areas of Concerns 
� Abuse of workers’ and human rights 
� Vulnerable migrants 

�  The undocumented 
�  Victims of human trafficking 

� Foreign spouses 
� Family problems 
� Public awareness 
� Middlemen – migration industry 



Jesuits’ response 

• Ateneo 
• Sogang 
• Sophia 

• LST 

• Malaysia 
• Singapore 
• BKK 

• Seoul 
• Tokyo 
• Taiwan 

Social Pastoral 

Research Formation 



External Mapping 



Potential advocacy areas 
� Legal protection in host countries   
� Public attitudes  
� Regulation of brokers 
� Pre-departure training 
� Selling OPW as developmental 

strategy 
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